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Flights to pensacola florida from lax

At this point, Cheapflights has noticed price declines for many domestic flights due to COVID-19. Travel is not necessarily recommended at this time, and flights may be prone to cancellations: Please check with the local authorities in Pensacola and Los Angeles for travel notifications and read the airline's cancellation policy and travel instructions before booking. For more information, please see our post
what you need to know about COVID-19 (coronavirus) and travel. What security measures are airlines taking from Pensacola to Los Angeles to control the spread of COVID-19? New policies can now be found on Delta to protect travelers during the flight. Airlines regularly disinfect and disinfect their aircraft. Masks are provided and are mandatory while on board. Pre-flight testing for symptoms and
antibodies, as well as socially distant seating (for a limited time), will work to make travelers safer on the flight from Pensacola to Los Angeles. The policies vary depending on the airline. Which airlines flying from Pensacola to Los Angeles have flexible cancellations due to COVID-19? Some of our airline partners flying from Pensacola to Los Angeles have new flexible policies due to COVID-19. American
Airlines, United Airlines and Delta are some of the airlines where they can find flexible cancellation policies. You can use our website to filter by airlines like American Airlines with this kind of flexibility. Can I find Pensacola to Los Angeles flights for less than USD 100 on low-cost flights? Yes, there are several flights from Pensacola to Los Angeles for less than 100 US dollars. The cheapest flight that has
recently been booked is on Frontier for only 99 dollars, but on average you can expect to pay 200 dollars. Are there nonstop flights from Pensacola to Los Angeles for less than 100 DOLLARS on low-cost flights? There are no nonstop flights from Pensacola to Los Angeles, but Cheapflights can provide you with all the information you need to find the fastest route with the fewest stops. Are there last-minute
flights from Pensacola to Los Angeles for less than 300 DOLLARS? There are currently 16+ open flights from Pensacola to Los Angeles within the next 7 days for less than USD 300. How popular is this flight route? This flight path from Pensacola to Los Angeles was viewed by 94 users last month. Keep an eye out for changes in search interest before high and low season. Is it raining more in Pensacola or
Los Angeles? Pensacola will have more rainfall in 0 over the next fortnight than in Los Angeles. Is Pensacola warmer or cooler than Los Angeles? Expect the weather in July average will be around 91°F. When the temperature reaches its peak, try to implement your plans early, as airfare and availability will affect your travels. The climate in Los Angeles is generally colder than in Pensacola. How long is the
flight from Pensacola to Los Angeles? There are many flights that can take you from Pensacola to Los Angeles at 10h 06m. Fly with American Airlines, Airlines, airline or United Airlines to get the fastest option. This flight may include one or more stops. What are the cheapest airlines flying from Pensacola to Los Angeles? According to our latest data, Frontier (99 USD), American Airlines (197 USD) and
Major Airline (236 USD) offer the lowest prices from Pensacola to Los Angeles. Frontier is currently 69% below the average price you will pay for this route. What are the cheapest airlines flying one-way from Pensacola to Los Angeles? The cheapest airlines for a one-way flight from Pensacola to Los Angeles are Frontier (80 USD), American Airlines (97 USD) and United Airlines (168 USD). Pros: Free
wine and beer, but no food! Entertainment pretty good. Cons: No food for sale and no internet drawbacks: Ticket was never issued. Pros: Flight attendants were great. Special note for Payton very attentive to my needs. Great personality. I will fly AA when all the companions are half as good and responsive as they were. It definitely deserves an increase. Pros: The team was nice and friendly. I was super
tired, so I slept almost all the way through. But they still left me water-filled water and snacks. Very thoughtful. Cons: Everything was good, no complaints. Pros: I loved the movie options, it really made it a great experience. Cons: No food served on a 5+ hour flight... They had to pay extra for it and it didn't look like it was worth it. You also had to pay to choose your seat to be with other members of your
group.... this is all after payment for the flight itself! For the trip to Ireland from LA, for a group of 6, it was another . Just another way to get a few more dollars because they can! :( Pros: No blankets no entertainment Cons: American Airlines had my luggage on a flight earlier than me and is still NOT FOUND. Pros: Very attentive.. good service. Cons: Seats too narrow. Pros: We got to our destination safely,
and American provided us with additional legroom seats. Cons: The service was curvy and there was only phone-based entertainment. Pros: Good flight. Arrived early. Great crew. A321 is a beautiful aircraft. Good legroom. Cons: Great Flight Pros: Good friendly service. The flights were on time. Pros: Vegetarian food was actually good! Cons: You didn't give me ice :( given Positive: Nothing
disadvantages: All. Disappointed that Etihad airlines are declining so rapidly. What used to be my favorite airlines, no longer and can definitely predict the demise. Cons: Flight delayed 8 hours Cons: Cabin crew appears frustrated Not like the work pros: We spent time in the air and landed early. The seats were very comfortable. Cons: We landed early, but had to wait half an hour to get to an open gate.
Then, when we arrived at the gate, the jet bridge was not available, so we waited an hour after the touchdown. Then I found it open during my baggage claim pickup and spilled in the trash can and it was the first time I used this suitcase. Overall, I am not it was the fault of the airlines, but the mistakes of the airports at LAX, but all this thing together made it a less pleasant flight/experience. Pros: Nothing I
couldn't take Cons: They didn't let us on board because the connection time wasn't enough for our bags - no one took responsibility and they finally rescheduled us for a flight the next day after 3 hours on the phone. Terrible Cons: The service was terrible. Inconvenient and good was not at all tasty professionals: We hit a very bad bout of turbulence. They were concerned about our well-being and comfort
throughout the flight. Pros: I liked the flight attendant checking my bag for me when I landed, with tips on how to save money on travel. The fights we have very smoothly. Cons: I didn't like the fact that airport staff weren't vigilant when the plane took off (no announcement was made and the staff gave false information, I landed Cons: with 2 shuttle buses to travel from AA to PAL. Pros: Excellent, friendly
attention from flight attendants. Pros: We had all the necessary prerequisites for work, rest, sleep and food. The level of service has increased Cons: Nothing Pros: We flew with 4 different airlines on our trip to New Zealand and American Airlines was by far the best. We were comfortable and had lots of good food and free entertainment. I would fly with American Airlines again. Cons: I can't imagine
anything. Pros: Movies, wine disadvantages: When checking in the staff was so incredibly rude, not present throughout the check-in process, that it resulted in several people missing or almost missing their flights. I had to walk around and ask for someone to help the long line of people, including me, who were all in danger of missing their flight because no one was there to help. And then when I'm finally
checked in with the now kiosk only option for the plebeian class, while everyone gets over the economy to talk to real people (way to mark the class division guys), I missed my check-in time by 5 minutes and was told by the kiosk to find an agent. Then I run around looking for an agent. I find one and she says you missed your flight. I told her I had 45 minutes left to do it, and she rudely tells me to go to
another line to pay for a new ticket. LUCKILY someone in the priority line saw that I had a problem, a customer didn't have an agent, and she told me to try to talk to someone on her side. After 3 agents told me that no one finally told me yes. I made my flight, but through a hair. If the agents had been there to help me, or were willing to help me, from the moment I spoke to them, it wouldn't have been a
problem. Thank you for almost ruining Christmas. When I spoke to others, everyone told me that they always have problems with AA. Will never fly AA again. Pros: Decent movies Disadvantages: Seats are incredibly close to each other. I'm pretty short (5'5) and felt cramped to say the least. The food isn't great, it's okay, but don't expect to want Cons: We had bought the tickets months before the flight - it
was Quantas, but we flew on American and Alaska - no one seemed to talk to each other - not one side had the complete route. Hours of phone calls and a lot of fear before we finish the journey. I used my American airline frequent flyer card and although we flew over 14,000 miles, we got 500 credit. Pros: The crew that showed up at the departure desk when we all lined up to rebook for our flight, which
was cancelled the night before, was great. Cons: Our brand new 787 had a mechanical problem. We were supposed to leave at 7:20 p.m. and sit on the Tarmac until 10:45 a.m. while we waited for shuttle buses to take us back to the terminal. We waited more than two hours in line for hotel vouchers that they didn't have. We paid for our room and returned at 11 a.m., but the plane needed a part to be
shipped from the U.S., which pushed our scheduled departure from 2 p.m. to at least 9 p.m. My family grabbed a bus to Narita for a 6:30 p.m. flight. C'MON AMERICAN AIRLINES! CAN YOU SERIOUSLY NOT GET ANOTHER PLANE TO HANEDA?? OR AT LEAST PAY FOR OUR HOTEL?? The ground crew in Haneda was very friendly but overwhelmed. Terrible experience. And that's why I don't fly
American. In fact, KAYAK, I booked our flights on JAL intentionally to avoid American. The fact that this partner flights on American completely and unpleasantly surprises me... not a good experience either. Pros: The staff was all very polite and helpful Cons: The boarding process is chaotic. Nobody pays attention to the boarding numbers and it's just a big, pushing, pushing mess. I would like the system to
be used a little more to keep people more orderly. Cons: American Airlines is not as friendly or accommodating as other airlines or employees. Pros: Emergency medical and support were excellent. Cons: No pre-boarding for infants. Straight legroom in 13D still had room in front of no reclining back at 6'5. The purchase of additional legroom does not provide any additional legroom. You need to know which
seats provide extra legroom for 6'5 large passengers. Pros: They were very professional and very welcoming. My 11-hour flight felt short with the entertainment the airline offers and the delicious meals that were provided. In any case, I will fly again with American Airlines for my next flight. Cons: Can't complain. Satisfied. Cons: The flight had no loading areas on the plane for phones for the regular seating.
also the seating was much tighter and our armrest did not work. On Planes that went to our destination were very different. Pros: Entertainment screens were easy to use and fun. The crew was extremely nice and attentive. Cons: Boarding 2 hours late because the flight crew reaches the maximum number of hours they can fly by law. Americans should be more aware of the hours of their employees.
Seats need better headrests. Menu needs more and prices must be lower. Pros: Love people, very friendly and accommodating. I was in first grade and Felt very comfortable. Cons: I think it's awful to need your own device for entertainment, then you have to pay rental fees even if you're in first class. Pros: Speed Check in Cons: Nothing Cons: The kiosk didn't work and sent us to check-in, from which they
couldn't figure out why the tickets wouldn't work. There was only one attendant at the ticket office for the entire airline. And when the problem was finally solved, we almost missed the flight; even though they were there almost 2 hours early. Cons: No legroom pros: I liked the seats I paid for on the flight. Cons: American Airlines flight attendants are terrible! Unhappy, upset and it shows! They are not a good
reflection of JAL! Cons: Missing luggage is a common thing in British airways that is not as common in other airways. Pros: The flight landed early. The entertainment on the plane. Cons: When I arrived, my seatmate spilled her coffee and almost got it on my clothes. The service felt rushed - the carers seemed to want to clear the trays and sit in the galley. They forgot to serve bread in the second half of the
first class cabin and had to be reminded of it. Definitely not their best day, so the experience could have been better. Pros: Great crew. Good, friendly service throughout. Also on the bus, the seats on this new A321 were pretty nice in terms of the back of the plane. I'm 6'2 and had enough legroom. In-flight entertainment is decent. I looked at the ticket with multiple views to the end -- now every seat is a
window seat. M Disadvantages: Nothing. It was an excellent flight. Cons: Changed equipment and my aisle seat went to the middle seat without notice Pros: The plane was beautiful and new and I really enjoyed the free entertainment option Cons: I can't even count nearly how many flights I've ever been in my life, but for me this companion was the absolute WORST I've ever met. He was SO rude to so
many passengers, I couldn't believe it. I've always taken the time to write fewer than a handful of reviews of flights, so I hope leaving this comment says something. If I were American Airlines, I wouldn't want this person to represent my company. I took a photo of him on my phone with the original intention of reporting him directly to the airline. I haven't found any time yet. Pros: The flight was on time. Cons:
Making a connection in JFK was exhausting. I am glad that my interim camp lasted 3 hours; Otherwise I missed my flight. A lot of people on my flight missed their connection. It was disorganized. We received conflicting information about whether to reclaim our baggage and check it in again. The representatives were not friendly. They seemed stressed and with little patience. We had to buy our own meal.
Why? Pros: Boarding was efficient flight crew flight crew Enough. Cons: Due to the size of the aircraft (Embraer 175), the aircraft is prone to moderate turbulence. The landing was a bit rough. This flight lands at a remote location in LAX (Gate 44), which requires a 10-minute shuttle to reach the main terminal. Pros: When I finally got on the plane, there were no problems. Many options for good movies.
Friendly crew on board the flight. Did it in time. Cons: At JFK I waited two hours at my gate and at some point the flight changed gates. I didn't hear the announcement, and as there were still people around me, I didn't see any need to worry until it was about to leave and I still hadn't been asked to board. I tried to be patient and not bother anyone, and I went wrong. I should have been more vigilant,
because they certainly don't get out of the way to help you with American Airlines. When I finally asked the woman at the desk when we got to LA, she told me that the gate had shifted and was closing, so I ran to the other gate as they closed the doors. The plane was still there, but they didn't let me through the gate. I stayed calm and explained that I had a ticket for this flight. I didn't even feel the slightest
bit of empathy that came from them. They put me on a long list of on-call passengers, and I had to wait a few more hours before I finally got on a flight. During this time, the crew at the desks was so unfriendly and dismissive that I decided not to support American Airlines again. This was the first time I had a big problem with an airline. I tend to be a stress-free traveller, but it was a pretty horrible experience
overall. Pros: No problems and it was punctual drawbacks: Not applicable Pros: Upgrade and put flat seats. Pros: The flight was on time and the luggage was not lost. In flight, the flight food was better than average. Cons: in the last row fight for share when the armrest. Pros: New planes were more comfortable and I love the entertainment for free and with my own devices disadvantages: Basic Economy
should not be an option for kilometers plus members Pros: Nothing disadvantages: That my flight in Denver was delayed by more than an hour and I missed my flight from LA to BJX because of it. I was supposed to land in BJX at 6am on Friday, April 28th for a family emergency and now my next flight is only at 1 pm! This is the worst flying experience I've ever had in my life. Never in my life will I ever fly
reunited. My plans were ruined, I was forced to sleep on the cold dirty floor of LAX. It took me a lot of time and money, and I'm over it I will tell all my colleagues about this terrible experience and encourage them never to fly together again. I expect some kind of compensation for this terrible experience. Pros: All the services where very good from check-in to arrival in L.A. Negative:: There was nothing I
didn't like. Pros: Crew was friendly disadvantages: The plane was HOT and the seats were smaller than any plane I've ever been on. there was zero legroom. Pros: The Stroopwaffle Cons: The Hour Delay Pros: It was a good flight and for a great price pros: No big incident, a small bag of pretzels was offered, for free. Cons: Seats have unpleasantly small distances. Pros: United is a very serious airline with
great pilots and safety record. Before leaving for Mexico, the plane was examined amd found a mechanical problem. All passengers were immediately switched to another aircraft. The safety of the airline and the Pocedures, which were used to ensure that the ship was 100%, was very reassuring. Cons: I was worried about the fee to check in 1 bag and the lack of food and ebtertainment on the return flight
from Mexico to Los Angeles. During the entire 4-hour flight, passengers were offered a bag of chips and nothing else, not even for sale. So certain level did not have a screen for entertainment. The baggage fee of 50 US dollars (25 US dollars each way) bothered me the most, because the ticket price does not reflect an airline that charges for necessary things. Pros: I enjoyed the fast boarding process
Cons: The flight was overbooked. Very crowded and when we arrived in Los Angeles, we sat on the catwalk Cons: Left my Kindle on the plane for over an hour. It still needs to be returned/found. Pros: Nice flight attendancts Pros: There was plenty of space and a quick departure. Cons: When we came to the LA event, even though we were early, we had to wait. I know it's not the airlines' mistakes, but it
sucked. Cons: No entertainment at all? Pros: Enough space. Cons: Ground staff were racist. Standards vary by color. Especially at Heathrow. Ask personal questions aloud. Pros: Refund disadvantages: Hour delay that missed me my connecting flight. United Gate customer service representative Theresa was more interested in checking her cellphone text messages and handing out food vouchers worth
10 dollars than the long time of people having conflicts with connecting flights or missing events in the destination they flew to. Any lost minute could prevent customers from getting another instant or comparable flight to their destination. The customer service representative sent those who had problems with their connecting flights to the United Airlines Service Desk, none of which were available to
customer service representatives. I waited 10 minutes for an agent and no one arrived. When I returned to the original line where I was standing, I was forced to go backwards, not to the place where I originally stood. That's why I waited in the another 20-30 minutes. Once I was served, they no longer had seats on direct flights to Melbourne. They wanted me to fly to NY, then Sydney &amp; then
Melbourne. In addition, the customer service representative did not seem certain that this flight would not have a hiccup. The worst thing was that I made this trip for &amp; it was ruined by United Airlines. Cons: The most unpleasant crew we've ever had in our flying. Rude, condescending to treat the passengers as if we were not human. Lufthansa should carefully consider its customer treatment training.
Pros: I'm sure I came home. Cons: 4 5 hours of delays accompanied by apologies with a 10 dollar expired meal voucher. Cons: The flight was delayed by more than 2 hours. Then, at half-time of the boarding process, there was a breakdown in the system and I think they lost seat reservations, which further delayed us. Pros: The flight attendants provided an excellent service, especially those from Hawaii !!!
I didn't feel very good and they noticed and checked me and made sure I was hydrated and got something to make me feel better. (I was so grateful that a mother took care of me on a long flight.) Thank you!!! Cons: The lack of space - on the islands AND between the seats in front of us. Every time the person in front of me wanted to sit back, it made it hard for me to even go out and go to the bathroom. It
wasn't pleasant. Pros: Brought us safe to Hawaii and back home. Cons: My brother accidentally left his passport, ring and chain in the plane, which was very expensive, and he called after noticing that he didn't have it with him. He left it inside the pocket holder of the seat on the level where the magazine is located. He called and was told there was nothing. On the way home, the flight was delayed by 3 1/2
hours. At no point did the co-pilot apologize and apologize for the delay. We deserved at least a free meal or some sort of compensation. Instead, the pilot and the flight attendants just told us to get fed up because we had to go to L.A.! We (8) family members came and included an older person (my mother, who has been battling cancer for about 2 years, along with diabetes) came to see her
granddaughter marry. Now they've stormed them? Undesirable. Now my other brother and his family, who were a group of 10 on another flight, flew to Hawaii. That alone tells you how much money has been spent. The stay in Hawaii was fantastic! We would visit again, but the way we were treated on this airline, I don't think we would fly again and choose this airline. To be honest, don't even recommend it.
I am ashamed to inform others, such as friends and staff, about the service of this airline. To make matters known, a flight attendant was very rude! She saw us as she handed the other passengers pretzels and my mother, sister and I I kindly asked her if we might have something and told her she had skipped us. She said, I did it? Came back with 6 sacks of thenm and was like: Here! How they push me. I
felt humiliated! I didn't say anything because I didn't want to embarrass them. But it was extremely rude!!! I read some reviews and I think it's normal at your end to be the way you treat your customers. We even asked before we were to L.A., what can you do to compensate for all this, and we were told nothing could. So ashamed. Pros: Great crew, very efficient boarding cons: Not much to help. Short
flight, very turbulent on take-off and landing. Stuck in front of a child who kept leaving his tray table open and slamming it wasn't fun, but I know United aren't responsible for someone else's sucky parenting. And when did legroom shrink??? Pros: Goal staff was great. Pros: I liked the new movies. Lots of movie selections. Friendly flight crew. Cons: The flight was sometimes a bit bumpy, and the flight was
also delayed by 1 hr. . Pros: The seats were mostly comfortable (though extremely cramped), pillows and blankets were provided. I liked the one offered a free thing; the ability to track the progress of the aircraft on my iPhone. Cons: All the screens on the side of the cabin where I was sitting didn't work, so even if we decided to pay the ridiculous fees for content, it wasn't an option. Charging 16 dollars for
the Internet is extreme. Honestly, I'd choose to pay a little more for my ticket if I knew that United wouldn't lock people up like sardines, provide high-quality free internet, provide free video content (on consoles that worked) and provide a small snack (better than a small wafer). Pros: The staff was really nice! The flight was on time and the employee changed my flight to a more efficient Cons itinerary: I had
little problems with the entertainment/technology aspect, but eventually got it. I had to download the unified app and then walkaround and around until I got the movie I wanted to see. It would be good to have a power outlet to power the device. Pros: The slender seats are beautiful, but the wired headrests are missing! Cons: The skylights were SO bright that they almost dazzle. I was also sitting behind the
wing, so it was so loud! Guess that there's not much you can do about it on a small plane. Pros: The people I sat next were disadvantages: Sitting awful, no free snacks like fruit &amp; yogurt pros: The person next to me was thin. Cons: The seats are too narrow and there is not enough legroom. Pros: Very nice staff, curvy and professional. Cons: In flight snack and drink prices seemed a bit over kill. I
understand that a profit has to be made, but come on... 4 x for a yogurt parfait or 8 dollars for a shot of rum... it's a bit much. How about not focusing so much on the almighty dollar. Pros: Crew apologized for problems control them. Cons: Had to sit on a 13-hour flight for 3 hours before deciding to cancel the flight due to a faulty fuel pump. I think better safe than sad, but I don't know when they decided to
consider the state of the fuel pump, which seems to take like a precautionary measure before customers board a plane. Before all the sitting on the plane, I was given to walk around because I had booked a trip with a 10-hour stopover in San Francisco so I could explore the city before returning home to go to Angeles. They assumed I had a shorter incident and set off on the other flight. After I told them that
I would rather keep the flight I booked, with and attitude, the flight attendant reluctantly left to get my original ticket without seat number, as the seat I had originally chosen was taken. After the cancellation debacle, they took care of us in a nice hotel with food vouchers that do not cover the price of the whole meal. They also gave us a voucher for up to 200 dollars for our next United flight, which I'm not sure
I'll use. Many people who went to the East of America received interludes that would take them 4-5 days, but luckily For me I was only 50 minutes away from San Francisco. I was no longer able to explore San Francisco and at that point that was fine with me because I just wanted to be at home. Had a flight at 1:14 and it was delayed 3 times as well as with gate change 3 times as well. At some point
around 3:30 a.m., they got on the plane and headed to the home stand. Worst of all, there was a woman on the flight who had the same problem for two days in a row. Cons: Flight delayed by 6 hours. They gave us 7 dollars to spend on food that didn't buy much of anything. Not even water! No Let's get it up to you perks on board. Gate staff were not prepared to take care of passengers who had to make
connections. Airline gave the choice of 100 DOLLAR credits for another flight or 5000 miles. Terrible!! Pros: Crew was great. The price was great. Cons: No good options. Difficult WiFi connectivity. No entertainment. Pros: If I don't want to cancel my flights!! It made me too late for my appointment. Unfortunately, but as always the crew was friendly and the flight was pleasant. Please fly out of SNA. Cons:
The ease of the flight. But I would like you to go in and out of sNA as well. Pros: Your crew is hospitable. Cons: The boarding process in general requires work. Lots of chaos with groups. Also very disappointed that when I arrived incredibly early, I still got a group 5 boarding, which in fact ruined every chance I had to actually continue my continuation. Unfortunately, I had anticipated this, so what really
annoyed me was the fact that I went ahead and checked my bag - and paid 25.00 dollars for something that was then free at the gate. Terribly annoying! Pros: Easy walk to connection flight Cons: Nothing Pros: Entertainment area, many options to stay busy, plus charging stations for portable devices. Pros: Convenient Cons: . Cons: The representatives of Airlines gave me the wrong information about
baggage fees and I ended up paying a lot more than I had to. Your education is very bad! Pros: Crew was great Cons: So crowded for a long flight could no room to move people, could go to the bathroom when the car was going pros: Flight was punctual disadvantages: Not even peanuts or pretzels with the drink? I would like to see the boarding with the back registration done first in order to speed up the
loading. Cons: I Me in the middle with an oversized man next to me. His arm kept falling on me. It was very annoying and invasive. Pros: Nothing cons: missed flight because they boarded early. Apparently they sent me, but I didn't hear it. So I spent 8 hours with an additional intermediate. Pros: Nothing special about the flight. Just as nice flight attendants. Cons: As usual, I overpaid for United and they will
undercut the service with old planes. The new mileage programme is also terrible. Pros: All good professionals: The plane, the crew and the flight were all right. Beverage service was good - they were sure to keep us hydrated (alcohol for purchase of course!) Cons: The conversation was only for purchase and for most passengers, their screens were flashing a rotating sequence throughout the flight. The
crew could have directed passengers to turn off their screens. And, not even peanuts or pretzels-come now!!! Pros: I greatly appreciate Kayak's constant update on my flight and baggage claim information. The flight was excellent! Pros: Crew was nice. Smooth flight. Cons: Flight delay, then another equipment delay. But, better to fly in a safe plane than to rush things. I think the seats would be a little
uncomfortable for a flight longer than a few hours. Cons: Both flights were delayed without any discounts being offered. Pros: Cleanliness and comfort.the disadvantages: Flight was delayed by up to 8 hours. Pros: Usual Frontier ease and comfort Cons: The Frontier app never advises me about gate changes, nor does my electronic boarding pass show it. I have to rely on Kayak to get timely notifications.
The plane was also delayed to get from the hangar to the gate. Would have been good to get some ETAs, but the board never showed a delay and the crew didn't seem to share much info. More transparency, please. Cons: Good professionals: The price and the crew. Cons: The seats don't lean, the leg room was terrible, and there's no entertainment on board any kind. Pros: We were able to board the
plane. Cons: Seats were spartan at best, hard plastic with covers, but no comfort and no couch. 5 long hours of back and leg discomfort. Paid for hot tea and coffee. Paid 135 USD to check 3 bags. Sat at the gate for 2 hours. Pros: friendly attitude Disadvantages: 85 dollars for two abandoned bags, many small problems along the way, but safely arrived Disadvantages: Two plus hour delay!! Cons: Plane
was uncomfortable and they charge you for everything. Carry on bag, they load you, bottle of water they charge you 2.95 dollars will never fly with them again. They are as bad as the spirit. Cons: The that reclining seats are an upgrade is not out-of-the-present. The price online to check in your bags changes during check-in. I've been charged more than what your website says. The check-in reservation
was rude and unwilling to correct a computer error. She explained that your software does not overwrite an error. Cons: Toll on time status!!! Pros: I enjoyed the fast flight. It was long, but Frontier made it very pleasant. Cons: There was nothing I didn't like. Everything was perfect! Pros: Only what I liked was the cheaper price, but I don't think it was really worth it. Cons: Our plane got off an hour late. Didn't
explain until it was the time we should have set off. Sat on the runway at our destination, which I understand was not the airlines' fault, but still not much upcoming information. It felt like there was even less legroom than on a Southwest plane and I'm petite. I cannot imagine a big or large person sitting in those seats. The half trays were of little use, except for your drink on. Yes, it was a bit cheaper that we
didn't have luggage, but I think I'll go back to the southwest. Pros: Nothing cons: Delayed flight and overpriced baggage fee - higher than other airlines - I flew a few times with limit and every flight had been delayed by mechanical problems - the flight at the gate next to me also had the same problem. Pros: The staff of the flight was well organized. It wasn't a huge crowd getting on the plane. It was great!
Cons: As before Pros: Staff were friendly disadvantages: The seats were terrible, the temperature on the plane was very warm, little air blew through the vent shaft above my seat, even when fully opened. Pros: I don't enjoy flying, but this flight was smooth and enjoyable, although it was delayed due to bad weather. Cons: The weather delayed the flight by several hours. Pros: Although the ticket was
cheaper than any other airline, Cons points out that the low price doesn't outweigh the other things like carrying bags or snacks or any seat seats and so much turbulence. It didn't feel like any other airline where they treat you like a guest, they even asked me to clean the plane for them. I'm not going to vote for this airline anymore. Cons: The seats were uncomfortable, overpriced snacks, no food. Pros: The
seats are comfortable. The prices were great. Lots of sales I want to go. No delays left, came earlier than planned. It was an evening flight, so the crew's interaction was minimal. Cons: The legroom has shrunk again, tray tables are useless. I'm not a big person, but it feels tight. Free water seems reasonable for health reasons. Cons: Seats have no way of sitting back at all, very uncomfortable- Pros: We
arrived 40 minutes earlier. Pros: On time Disadvantages: All hidden costs Disadvantages: Luggage fee is expensive. 45 . Continue. Pros: The flight took off early and arrived 30 min. earlier! Nice! Cons: Flight attendants stated that the water was free, but then when they were asked for more, they said they had to buy it for 1.99 usd/bottle! Ridiculous! Pros: Nothing cons: Everything you have to pay! Terrible
politics pros: It's so nice not to be bombed by mircrowave radiation Thank you for not having wi-fi on board, we appreciate it! Cons: Seats could be more convenient Pros: 74 flight disadvantages: 70 dollars in baggage fees. 1 hand luggage 1 checked bag (32lbs.) 16 usd to choose a seat. All food and drinks except water cost 5 1/2 hours flight. Seat was horrible. Hard, not even a bit back. No Wifi. If I had
known that, I would have saved myself 20 dollars in the long run and felt much more comfortable at United. A really bad trip. Pros: Nothing cons: Plastic seats that don't sit back, pass for a stretcher, have to pull out of my seat, for which I paid to compensate for the Airbus 320 I was flying on. Pros: Was a very fast flight pros: Everyone was nice. Cons: I don't like having to pay for bags, the seats don't sit
back, and you have to pay for soda. my flight could not get a gate at Chicago airport, so the flight was one hour late. Cons: Service was terrible staff not friendly never again with this airline pros: Comfortable flight. Cons: Very delayed and kept us waiting longer than they promised, and we are very clear why. Cons: As above - HIDDEN COSTS FOR EVERYTHING! Cons: No complementary meals
included... not even snacks and drinks. Pros: Wasn't detlayed Cons: Must pay for every little extra thing Pros: Not much to say about the flight... it was a standard bus class flight. At least they gave me my drinks if I wanted them. Cons: I felt deceived about the price. Like probably most people I bought for a ticket, and Frontier seemed to have the cheaper price. I was shocked to find that I had to pay for a
carry-on bag, and i was more shocked to pay for a seat. So, overall - after the purchase, I had to spend another 150 dollars, about 46% more than the ticket price I had booked. I understand... the condition of the airlines, the payment of luggage becomes one thing. but this was just another level, without warning. it was a bait and switch. I'm not going to fly Frontier anymore. Cons: I was charged for two
bags, but I checked one bag and the other was a stretcher on the size of a computer. Cons: No carry-on bags allowed without charging high pocket prices. Competitive ticket prices without competitive services. Extremely primitive e-mail alert system. You will have to pay additional fees for a seat after booking. Inconvenient seats and rows with a metal coaster for a tray table. No entertainment on 3+ hour
flight. No free amenities. No class. Won't fly again. Cons: As someone who has never flown border, I was not on the MANY hidden fees, from 1)Selection The seats 2) came with hardly any luggage. If an airline claims to be giving cheaper flights, they should either get rid of these fees (since there is no way to actually avoid them), or simply be in advance and incorporate them into the price. Cons: Charged
for further performance. Charged for diet coke? Is that your seriousness?... Plane delayed 45 min. Then 30. No explanation, just posted at different times. Pros: Flight was affordable disadvantages: The Die Were extremely uncomfortable and it cost 40 dollars to check in a bag Pros: crew and boarding were great. I appreciate the great food I got. Probably the best fare I've ever seen for this route. Just pack
enough clothes to fit in my backpack and no luggage fee. Ideal for a short weekend. Cons: The seats are just so narrow and narrow. Many babies and children on the flight, but they offer discount fares, so all of the above is expected. Cons: I fly a lot, but this was my first time on the border and it was just poor quality. They guess fee for everything and offer nothing good for customers. The seats and the
pulled-down table are terrible and it was just bad. Cons: Nothing Pros: Flight was on time and a reasonable price even with the baggage charges disadvantages: High cost of water bottle pros: crew and boarding. Cons: Prices, so-called insurance, which is offered at check-out, the sites rediciulous layout so hard to find what I was looking for. The amount of space at the level. It made a four-hour flight so
uncomfortable and felt like an eternity. Positive: No drawbacks: You charge you for everything and the seats do not sit back. If you do not upgrade, you will not be able to select your seat and they will sit you in the last row. They also charge for a carrying bag and a simple cola. I will never fly them again. Five hours without a berth is miserable pros: I didn't enjoy anything because I couldn't get in. I was
denied boarding by the agent because I was 2 minutes late after waiting in line while she and her colleague were having a conversation. Cons: I work at LAX airport, so I fully understand that you can't check in after a certain time. My problem is that the agent had a conversation while I was waiting in line. Then tell me I'm 2 minutes late to check in, not only did she not try to help me with a later flight, but she
also had a NASTY attitude. She also asked her co-worker if she had seen a TV show last night. Very unprofessional, so I flew with United Airlines on the same day.
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